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D is for diamond: Transfiguration creates special limited ‘D’ 

edition of flagship Proteus phono cartridge  
	  

 
 
 

Hand-crafted in Japan by Immutable Music's Seiji Yoshioka, Transfiguration moving coil (MC) 
phono cartridges have been hailed as being among the world’s most musically honest. This is 
no accident, since their design has always been guided by two firm principles: first, to extract 
the most minute, natural musical detail from a record’s groove and second, to get out of the 
way. So when it’s said that a Transfiguration cartridge ‘lacks character’, it’s a compliment. 
Says Yoshioka, “The best audio components are those that simply don't seem to exist - so 
good that they add nothing, subtract nothing.”  
 
It’s precisely this quest for ever-more natural musical detail that led Yoshioka to develop a 
very special, limited edition of Transfiguration’s flagship Proteus cartridge: the new Proteus D. 
 
‘D’ is for the diamond cantilever, which explains why this is a limited edition. “The production 
of a diamond cantilever is a unique challenge,” explains Yoshioka. “Of course it’s expensive, 
but more than that, to craft it requires an extremely highly skilled technician.” In most other 
respects, the design and specifications of the ‘D’ largely match those of the ‘standard’ Proteus 
– for want of a better term, since there’s rather little that’s ‘standard’ about it. 
 
Its patented yokeless double-ring-magnet design provides an extremely accurate coil / 
magnet interface, in which the exceptionally pure (99.9997%) 5N silver wire coils are 
positioned right at the focal point of the magnetic flux field. This ground-breaking construction, 
which underpins all four models in the Transfiguration range, was conceived to remove the 
variations in flux introduced by traditional MC designs and is key to the range’s stunningly life-
like musicality. 
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The Proteus’ design also features push-pull damping. Its multi-layered double dampers are 
made from a specifically-developed stabilising compound comprising different types of 
elastomer. Insensitive to temperature changes, they provide excellent stylus / coil alignment 
and control, and highly precise tracking ability. The double dampers in the new limited edition 
Proteus D have been specially re-designed for the diamond cantilever.  
 
Crafted to provide a substantial amount of information without sacrificing musicality, the 
Proteus D has an advanced ability to resolve musical detail, with excellent air and a finely-
tuned capacity to deliver superior handling of soft passages, inter-transient silences and 
subtle, low-level harmonics. It allows the midrange to breathe more freely while liberating 
the highs to further extend their reach.  
 
Inevitably, the better the system with which a Proteus D is partnered, the more musical detail 
it will reveal, bringing to light seemingly brand new information and emotion that was 
previously hidden in a record’s grooves. And it doesn't disappoint in the looks department 
either, with its sleek pitch-black body engraved with a ‘D’ for diamond. 
 
Technical specifications: Transfiguration Proteus 
 
Body Precision machined solid aluminium, resonance controlled 

Cantilever 0.3mm solid diamond 

Stylus Micro-ridge diamond, 2.5 x 75µm 

Core & coils Ultra grade 3S-µ-metal square core with 5N silver coils 

Magnet Neodymium, front & rear 

Weight 7.8g 

Electrical output voltage 0.2mV (3.54cm/s, 1kHz) 

Internal impedance 1Ω 

Frequency response 10Hz – 20kHz + 1.5dB; 20Hz – 40kHz +2dB 

Channel separation > 30dB (200Hz – 1kHz) 
Recommended tracking 
force 2g 

 
Pricing and availability 
 
The limited edition Transfiguration Proteus D is available now, priced at £6,750 (incl. VAT). 

 
 
Consumer contacts for publication 
 
transfigurationcartridges.co.uk 
 
UK distributor: Decent Audio 
 

Tel:  056 0205 4669 
Email:  info@decentaudio.co.uk 
Web: www.decentaudio.co.uk 

Unit 11, Castlegate Mill 
Quayside, Stockton-on-Tees 
County Durham TS18 1BZ 
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Press contact  
 
For more information, product samples or high-resolution print-ready images please contact 
David Denyer on 07976 646 404 or david@ddpr.co.uk 
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